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          Elevate life's cherished moments into lasting memories with Dana Rebecca's designer jewelry, where perfection is in every detail.
        

          By designing timeless jewelry that evolves with you and captures cherished memories, our pieces are crafted to celebrate life's milestones, moving seamlessly from significant moments to the future, ensuring you feel fabulous, always.
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 Sophia Ryan Cuban Chain Toggle Necklace

      
        
    Sold out
  

        New Arrival
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Sophia Ryan Cuban Chain Toggle Necklace

        

      

    
    
      $2,860
        $2,860
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  



      We love a statement piece that’s high impact yet versatile enough to wear all of the time! The Sophia Ryan Cuban Chain Toggle Necklace is classic yet modern with a dash of glamour. A bar of 14k gold prominently rests over a half carat of brilliant, marquise diamonds arranged in a stunning circle. The Cuban chain adds extra glow and...
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 Sophia Ryan Teardrop Cluster Studs

      
        
    Sold out
  

        New Arrival
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Sophia Ryan Teardrop Cluster Studs

        

      

    
    
      $660
        $660
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  



      We love the signature ‘teardrops’ in our Sophia Ryan collection, so we’ve created gorgeous earrings that celebrate the truly exquisite nature of teardrop diamonds! Our Sophia Ryan Teardrop Cluster Studs feature a unique grouping of three, teardrop diamonds nestled in 14k gold. These gold and diamond studs are an unexpected, beautiful version of a classic, diamond stud earring. The teardrop...
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 Poppy Rae Large Diamond Pebble Ring

      
        
    Sold out
  

        New Arrival
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Poppy Rae Large Diamond Pebble Ring

        

      

    
    
      $990
        $990
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  



      Please note this ring runs large, we recommend ordering a full size down.
We’ve added some well deserved sparkle to our beloved Poppy Rae Pebble Ring! The Poppy Rae Large Diamond Pebble Ring features bars of brilliant, pave set diamonds that glow between Poppy Rae’s signature, 14k gold pebbles! The most comfortable stackable ring, our Poppy Rae Large Diamond Pebble Ring...
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 Alexa Jordyn Marquise Marge Hoops

      
        
    Sold out
  

        New Arrival
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Alexa Jordyn Marquise Marge Hoops

        

      

    
    
      $3,905
        $3,905
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  



      Gold and diamond hoops are iconic legends in the jewelry world! Our Alexa Jordyn Marquise Marge Hoops capture glam, intrigue and sparkle in one swoop! Over 1 carat of brilliant, marquise diamonds meander along a solid, 14k gold hoop. The various angles of the diamonds create a braid-like effect, as if the diamonds naturally coiled along the gold. These gold...
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 Lulu Jack Alternating Bezel Tennis Necklace

      
        
    Sold out
  

        New Arrival
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Lulu Jack Alternating Bezel Tennis Necklace

        

      

    
    
      $3,300
        $3,300
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  



      Sometimes a new design stems from a beautiful blend of different styles! Our Lulu Jack Alternating Bezel Tennis Necklace features Lulu Jack’s signature, brilliant diamond stations, each complete with a ring of polished 14k gold to enhance the shape of the diamonds. The best part of this remix are the rows of bezel set diamonds between the larger bezels. Nearly...
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 Reese Brooklyn Knife Edge Baguette Cuff

      
        
    Sold out
  

        New Arrival
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Reese Brooklyn Knife Edge Baguette Cuff

        

      

    
    
      $3,135
        $3,135
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  



      Our Reese Brooklyn Knife Edge Baguette Cuff is the ultimate way to bring a sense of edgy glamour to your wrist stack! A row of brilliant| baguette diamonds (over a quarter carat total) nestled in a bold| 14k gold cuff cast a radiant glow. The diamonds bring a sense of timeless elegance to the modern cuff| making this gold and...
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 DRD Diamond Cross Necklace

      
        
    Sold out
  

        New Arrival
      


      

    

  
    
      
        DRD Diamond Cross Necklace

        

      

    
    
      $385
        $385
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  



      Embrace your faith and/or rock an iconic shape with the radiant DRD Diamond Cross Necklace! This pendant necklace is carefully crafted with 14k gold, twelve brilliant round, pavé-set diamonds, and a diamond-cut mini-chain that catches the light, adding even more sparkle. This gold and diamond cross necklace is stunning yet effortless; we love it layered with your favorite bar necklace...
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 Reese Brooklyn Scalloped Initial Charm

      
        
    Sold out
  

        New Arrival
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Reese Brooklyn Scalloped Initial Charm

        

      

    
    
      $595
        $595
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  



      The Reese Brooklyn Scalloped Initial Charm is the ultimate way to add a personal, sparkly statement to any chain. This 14k gold and diamond initial charm shines with brilliant, pavé-set diamonds. The scalloped gold brings a sweet, feminine touch while the textured gold ring and diamonds add contrast and dimension to this standout charm.  Incorporate this gold and diamond charm...
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 Poppy Rae Pebble U Hoops

      
        
    Sold out
  

        New Arrival
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Poppy Rae Pebble U Hoops

        

      

    
    
      $495
        $495
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  



      Our Poppy Rae U Hoops are a sweet remix of our best-selling and much adored, Poppy Rae Pebble Hoops! These textured gold hoop earrings feature soft curves and 14k pebbles that cascade along a unique ‘u’ shape, resulting in a bold statement while remaining eternally classic. The Poppy Rae U Hoops are not hollow, but solid 14k  gold all the...
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 Sophia Ryan Marquise Charm Necklace

      
        
    Sold out
  


      

    

  
    
      
        Sophia Ryan Marquise Charm Necklace

        

      

    
    
      $1,540
        $1,540
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  



      Our Sophia Ryan Marquise Charm Necklace is a prime example of stunning simplicity! A leaf-like disc of 14k gold provides a glowing backdrop for the second charm: a burst of a dozen, brilliant diamond stations that total nearly a quarter-carat. Each station is comprised of three round diamonds set together to create the illusion of a marquise. This gold and...
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 Ava Bea Tennis Necklace

      
        
    Sold out
  

        Dana's Favorite
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Ava Bea Tennis Necklace

        

      

    
    
      $3,795
        $3,795
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  



      The Ava Bea Tennis Necklace is your new go-to diamond statement necklace. Set with just under a full carat of diamonds, this showstopper also has faceted gold details to further enhance the sparkle. Worn alone this diamond tennis necklace is timeless and elegant, layered with your other Dana Rebecca Designs pieces it becomes fun and edgy. Gift this tennis necklace...
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 Sadie Pearl Vertical Baguette Eternity Ring

      
        
    Sold out
  

        Extended Sizes
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Sadie Pearl Vertical Baguette Eternity Ring

        

      

    
    
      $1,995
        $1,995
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  



      We have a soft spot for gorgeous eternity rings, and this Sadie Pearl Vertical Baguette is no exception! Quickly becoming a DRD office and customer favorite, this stunning diamond eternity ring design features over a half-carat of baguette diamonds set vertically around the 14k gold band. The Sadie Pearl Vertical Baguette Eternity Ring is so versatile - we love it...
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 Poppy Rae Pebble Hoops

      
        
    Sold out
  

        Dana's Favorite
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Poppy Rae Pebble Hoops

        

      

    
    
      $990
        $990
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  



      We all need chunky gold hoops in our lives, and these Poppy Rae Ball Hoops are just the ticket! The signature 14k gold pebbles of Poppy Rae take center stage for these textured gold hoop earrings. The soft curves of the pebbles make for a subtle statement while remaining eternally classic. The Poppy Rae Pebble Hoops are not hollow, but...
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 Lulu Jack Vertical Bar and Diamond Bezel Link Necklace

      
        
    Sold out
  


      

    

  
    
      
        Lulu Jack Vertical Bar and Diamond Bezel Link Necklace

        

      

    
    
      $770
        $770
      



      An instant classic, the Lulu Jack Vertical Bar and Diamond Bezel Link Necklace is already a DRD office favorite. A row of bezel-set diamonds rests next to a 14 karat gold bar. Giving the look and feel of a charm necklace, this modern and sleek layering piece is unlike anything in your collection. Pair it with your favorite bar necklace...
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 DRD Diamond Initial Charm

      
        
    Sold out
  

        Dana's Favorite
      


      

    

  
    
      
        DRD Diamond Initial Charm

        

      

    
    
      $295
        $295
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  



      Personalization has never been so sparkly. This gold and diamond initial charm sparkles with pavé-set diamonds. Delicate and dainty, it is the perfect addition to any charm necklace. Stack several letters to spell out a word or name, collect the initials of your loved ones, or rock your monogram; the options are endless. You can even add a single diamond...
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 Ava Bea Interval Tennis Necklace

      
        
    Sold out
  

        Dana's Favorite
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Ava Bea Interval Tennis Necklace

        

      

    
    
      $2,495
        $2,495
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  



      Meet the necklace your jewelry box will almost never see because you'll hardly ever be without it. Just under a half-carat of white round diamonds sparkle in 14k gold intervals. This fresh take on the classic diamond tennis necklace will take you from every outfit and occasion to the next seamlessly. Each diamond station features a ring of faceted 14k...
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 Lauren Joy Mini Disc Necklace

      
        
    Sold out
  

        Best Seller
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Lauren Joy Mini Disc Necklace

        

      

    
    
      $330
        $330
      

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  



      The ultimate dainty and delicate designer diamond necklace, this mini disc pendant sparkles with pavé round diamonds. A DRD favorite, this diamond pendant necklace continues to be a best-seller year after year as it is classic and versatile. An easy everyday layering necklace, it also makes the perfect gift. The diamond-cut cable chain catches the light and adds an extra...
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 Ava Bea Crossover Mini Huggies

      
        
    Sold out
  

        Best Seller
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Ava Bea Crossover Mini Huggies

        

      

    
    
      $795
        $795
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  



      Meet everyone's favorite huggie earrings, the Ava Bea Crossover Huggie. Two rows of delicate pavé set round diamonds crossover each other and hug the earlobe for a look that is, in a word, perfection. Unlike most of our diamond huggie earrings, the Ava Bea Crossover Huggies have a post and friction back instead of a lever back for an overall...
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 Sylvie Rose Disc and Pavé Bar Necklace

      
        
    Sold out
  


      

    

  
    
      
        Sylvie Rose Disc and Pavé Bar Necklace

        

      

    
    
      $1,895
        $1,895
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  



      An instant classic, the Sylvie Rose Disc and Pavé Bar Necklace is already a DRD office favorite. A bar of Pavé-set diamonds rests next to a 14 karat large gold disc. Giving the look and feel of a charm necklace, this modern and sleek layering piece is unlike anything in your collection. Pair it with your favorite gold bar necklace or rock...
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 Sophia Ryan Teardrop Ring

      
        
    Sold out
  

        Extended Sizes
      


      

    

  
    
      
        Sophia Ryan Teardrop Ring

        

      

    
    
      $825
        $825
      

                    
                    
                      
                        White Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Yellow Gold
                      

                    
                  

                    
                    
                      
                        Rose Gold
                      

                    
                  



      The dainty diamond stacking ring you've been dreaming of! The Sophia Ryan Teardrop Ring shot to best-seller status almost instantly for its versatility and dazzling appeal. Delicate white diamonds create a tear-drop shape that wraps half-way around the 14k gold band. The unique pattern stuns when worn alone and complements your growing Dana Rebecca Designs ring stack. Readily loved as...
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                    About our founder 
Dana Rebecca
                  

              

                
                  Learn More
                
              


            
              
      
          
            

            
            


        


                Diamonds in my DNA
                
              


              
                Creating an accessible luxury fine jewelry brand, I founded my business on the idea that jewelry should feel as comfortable as your favorite t-shirt and as amazing as your little black dress. I aim to craft luxurious, everyday pieces that women are eager to buy for themselves or gift to loved ones. Dana Rebecca pieces are designed to be cherished keepsakes worn for all of life's moments, from milestones to everyday memories.


                
              

            



    

      
          
            

            
            


        


                Family Owned Business
                
              


              
                As third-generation jewelry designers, family is at the core of who we are. With Dana's older brother, Noah, leading the bridal division and her sister, Jen, overseeing the sales team we're incredibly fortunate to collaborate and build a company we're truly proud of together.


                
              

            



    

      
          
            

            
            


        


                Small business, big heart
                
              


              
                The physical beauty of jewelry is amplified when there is meaning and purpose behind it. The concept lead Dana to naming all of her collections after real life women who have inspired her throughout life. The community that supports DRD is another huge source of inspiration and is what encouraged this small business to give back whenever possible. It's the people - friends, family, kind strangers - that allows DRD to flourish! 


                
              

            



    
             
            

                

                

                

              


      

      

  






  
    

      
            File under: Things I Love
          

            Dana’s favorites
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            Dana’s Tip
If you're drawn to gold bands but want something a bit more distinctive, this one is perfect. It's a staple in my stack, adding that extra touch of interest.
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            Dana’s Tip
Are you in search of a classic tennis necklace? Look no further than this halfway tennis necklace—an ideal choice for an everyday, wearable option at a great price point.
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            Dana’s Tip
Well-acquainted with my taste, you'll know I cherish a stunning eternity band. With diamond baguettes and a vertical layout, this piece offers varied sparkle and a wider aesthetic — the epitome of a perfect ring.
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            Dana’s Tip
It's no exaggeration when I say I wear my Poppy Rae Pebble Hoops every single day! And it's no surprise that they're our best-selling earrings at DRD! 
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            Dana’s Tip
All good stacks have an anchor, and the Sylvie Rose Disc and Bar have never let me down. It will not only complete the stack but also introduce intrigue, allowing you to showcase your personality by adding from our charm assortment.
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            Dana’s Tip
These hoops are perfect to infuse some fun into your outfit. I love wearing them, especially at night when I want to add a touch of style to my look. Their size and thickness are just right, making them an ideal choice for any occasion.
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            Dana’s Tip
I adore classics for their timeless appeal, but I also appreciate the beauty of modern updates. This bracelet is truly the ultimate gift, perfect for treating yourself or a loved one—it's simply the best.
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            Dana’s Tip
If you're drawn to gold bands but want something a bit more distinctive, this one is perfect. It's a staple in my stack, adding that extra touch of interest.
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            Dana’s Tip
Are you in search of a classic tennis necklace? Look no further than this halfway tennis necklace—an ideal choice for an everyday, wearable option at a great price point.
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            Dana’s Tip
Well-acquainted with my taste, you'll know I cherish a stunning eternity band. With diamond baguettes and a vertical layout, this piece offers varied sparkle and a wider aesthetic — the epitome of a perfect ring.
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            Dana’s Tip
It's no exaggeration when I say I wear my Poppy Rae Pebble Hoops every single day! And it's no surprise that they're our best-selling earrings at DRD! 
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            Dana’s Tip
All good stacks have an anchor, and the Sylvie Rose Disc and Bar have never let me down. It will not only complete the stack but also introduce intrigue, allowing you to showcase your personality by adding from our charm assortment.
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            Dana’s Tip
These hoops are perfect to infuse some fun into your outfit. I love wearing them, especially at night when I want to add a touch of style to my look. Their size and thickness are just right, making them an ideal choice for any occasion.
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            Dana’s Tip
I adore classics for their timeless appeal, but I also appreciate the beauty of modern updates. This bracelet is truly the ultimate gift, perfect for treating yourself or a loved one—it's simply the best.
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                Our attention to quality and every detail is unwavering.
                
              


              
                Our jewelry is made to last forever! Behind all of the sparkle and glow is a strong foundation that comes from expert craftsmanship.


                
              

            



    

      


                We create jewelry that will evolve with you throughout time.
                
              


              
                DRD pieces should celebrate all of life's milestones, big and small! Each piece captures the moment while flowing seamlessly into the future.


                
              

            



    

      


                We use only the finest, ethically sourced materials.
                
              


              
                Including conflict-free diamonds. We only work with suppliers who share our same sense of integrity.


                
              

            



    




      

      


  





    
      



      Our attention to quality and every detail is unwavering..
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                Diamond society rewards
              

                Get
Rewarded.
              


        

          
            
              Sign Up 
              Earn 
              Redeem 
          

          
            
              
                
                      Become a DRD VIP. Create an account (its free!) and you get 225 points for signing up. Don't forget to tell us your birthday, we love to send out treats!

                    

                        Ready to be rewarded?
                      
Sign up

                  
                

              

              
                
                      For every $1 you spend, you earn 1 point. Every now and then we celebrate our members with 2x and 3x points days!

                    

                        Ready to be rewarded?
                      
Sign up

                  
                

              

              
                
                      Redeem your points for store credit, up to $200 off your purchase.

                    

                        Ready to be rewarded?
                      
Sign up

                  
                

              

          

        
        
      

    

  


  




    
      



      Earn rewards for every $1 you spend & redeem for store credit
    

Birthday rewards, 2X and 3X point days, $400 perks & more!



          
          Sign Up
          
        






  







  






  
    
      
        
  
  
            
              
            
              
            
          

      

            
              
            
              
            
          

      

         
          
            


      Shop Bridal
    

Every love is unique, we present a variety of beautiful bridal rings, for now and forever.



          
          Explore our bridal shop
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            You have questions
we have answers
          

            Consult our guides for helpful info on how to find your size, diamond education and more. Plus some inspo!

          

              Explore our guides
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                    CRAFTING MOMENTS

                  

                    It's more than jewelry, it's a symbol of your story.
                  
 We value our community, and are grateful to cherish these moments together.
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                    @bird.on.the.street
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                    @katherine_chillips
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        Visit our Showrooms
      

      
        
        Chicago
        New York
      

      
        
        
          
                Open by appointment only. 9:30am to 5:30pm

              
Book now

            
          

        

        
          
                Open by appointment only. 9:30am to 5:30pm

              
Book now

            
          

        

      

    
  

  
    















  
    
            
              
      
          
            

            
            


        





    

      
          
            

            
            


        





    

      
          
            

            
            


        





    

      
          
            

            
            


        





    

      
          
            

            
            


        





    
             
            


      

      

  



  





    




    
      
        Like being first?
Sign up to get insider details on sales, new arrivals & all fine jewelry.


  Thanks for subscribing!


        

        
          
          
    
    Email Sign Up


        




@danarebecca | #everydayluxe
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Dana Rebecca’s pieces are designed to become the cherished keepsakes women wear to capture all of life’s memories.





      

    

  

    
      
        
          Privacy PolicyTerms & Conditions
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